
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Factors associated with the development of pressure ulcers
after spinal cord injury
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We have read ‘Factors associated with the development of pressure
ulcers (PUs) after spinal cord’ by Eslami et al.1 with interest. Research
on spinal cord injuries (SCIs) in EMRO (WHO Eastern
Mediterranean Region) countries2 is sparse. On the basis of our
experience of working with SCI population in Pakistan, we would like
to offer the following comments:

� SCI management and rehabilitation in most of the developing
countries of the world is inadequate. There are concerns about the
pre-hospital immobilization and evacuation,3,4 lack of advanced
imaging studies,5 inadequate access to early surgical care, very high
cost of spinal surgical interventions6 and lack of SCI rehabilitation.3

� The lack of systematic data collection on SCI in developing
countries is a major barrier toward calculating actual burden of
disability of SCI and formulating long-term preventive strategies.5

Therefore, current study representing a large cohort representative
of all regions of the country is invaluable.

� We face similar challenges in prevention of PU is SCI as there are
no trained rehabilitation or skin care nurse available in Pakistan.
PU risk assessment is not routinely carried out or documented in
high-risk cases such as SCI. There is no provision of community
health care nurses or home visits for the SCI patients. The attitude
of our health care professionals toward PUs recognition and
prevention has been described as casual.3 This results in a high
prevalence of PU in SCI. The reported incidence of PU in SCI in
Pakistan is 28–39%.3,7

� We have identified four major reasons for PU occurrence in our
SCI population, that is, lack of knowledge regarding PU prevention
on part of the doctors, inadequate change of posture, non-
availability of pressure-relief mattresses in the acute phase of
management and delay in identification of early signs of skin
breakdown.3,7 We wonder how many of these factors were present
in this study?

� Our experience with pediatric SCI population also shows a reduced
incidence of PU. The probable reasons might be presence of more
adipose tissue, easy nursing care of kids and a skin more resilient to
break down as compared with skin of an older patient.

� Lack of an intimate partner has been identified as a risk factor for
development of PU by Eslami et al. Most of the developing
countries in Asia have a combined family system with a trend to
get married at an early age. In our experience being married is an
advantage to SCI patient as the spouse (especially wives) acts as a
lifelong care giver and can be a valuable resource in preventing PU.3

� PU prevention is a lifelong commitment by the patient to adhere to
the instructions of pressure relief and skin care. In our experience

this is very difficult to achieve in patients with low educational
status, as pointed out by the authors. These patients are very
difficult to counsel and are unable to benefit from the patient
education material because of their inability to read.

� A quadriplegic in a developing country leads a very restricted life in
most of the cases. Majority of them are confined to their homes
and spend most of the time in their beds or wheel chairs, with no
regular pressure relief (because of various reasons: lack of attendant,
lack of knowledge about PU prevention, and so on). This
contributes toward high incidence of PU in this vulnerable
population.

� There is a need to conduct more extensive studies on epidemiology
and complication profile of SCI in the EMRO region. We volunteer
to lead a collaborative research project on Epidemiology of SCI in
the EMRO region. Any suggestions and questions would be
welcome.
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